Abstract. We prove that quotients of complex vector spaces by lattices of maximal rank invariant with respect to irreducible (complex) reflection groups are isogenous to self-products of elliptic curves, and that for reflections groups which are not the complexifications of the Weyl groups of irreducible root systems, they are isomorphic to self-products of mutually isogenous elliptic curves with complex multiplication. The proof is independent of the classification of invariant lattices obtained in [P].
Introduction
Let V be a complex vector space of nonzero dimension n < ∞. Recall that an element r ∈ GL(V ) is called a (complex ) reflection if (i) the order of r is finite;
(ii) dim C (ker(id V − r)) = n − 1.
For such r, the linear subspace l r := (id V − r) (V ) ( 1) is one-dimensional, r-invariant, and r acts on it as scalar multiplication by a root of unity θ r = 1. A reflection group in V is a subgroup of GL(V ) generated by reflections. All finite reflections groups are classified, [ST] (see also [C] , [P] ).
Hereinafter a lattice in V is a discrete additive subgroup of V . Every lattice in V is a free abelian group of rank 2n. All lattices invariant with respect to finite reflection groups are classified in [P] . A posteriori, it follows from this classification that for every lattice Γ in V of rank 2n invariant with respect to a finite irreducible reflection group K ⊂ GL(V ), the complex torus V /Γ is in fact an abelian variety. Moreover, this classification implies that V /Γ is isogenous to a self-product of an elliptic curve, and if K is not the complexification of the Weyl group of an irreducible root system, then V /Γ is a product of mutually isogenous elliptic curves with complex multiplication.
In this note we give two different short proofs of these statements that do not use the classification of invariant lattices obtained in [P] . The first proof (in Section 2)
is based on a geometric approach that gives a key to classification of all K-invariant lattices, [P] . The second one (in Section 3) hinges on the representation theory of finite groups and gives a less precise information on the invariant lattices but covers a wider class of linear groups than that of reflection ones.
Notation.
Z, Q, R, and C are the ring of integers, the field of rational numbers, the field of real numbers, and the field of complex numbers respectively.
The identity map of a set S is denoted by id S .
Z [S] is the subring of C generated by a subset S of C.
For a subring A of C and a subset P of a vector space W over C, the A-submodule of W generated by P is denoted by AP .
is the algebra of r × r-matrices over a ring D.
Quotients modulo invariant lattices of reflection groups
It is well known, [ST] (see also [C] , [P] ), that every finite irreducible reflection group in V is generated by n or n + 1 reflections, and in the last case it contains an irreducible reflection subgroup generated by n reflections. Therefore describing invariant lattices of finite irreducible reflection groups in V , we may consider only the groups generated by n reflections. Let K be such a group, and let r 1 , . . . , r n be a system of reflections generating K. We put l rj = l j , θ rj = θ j .
Since K is finite, we may (and shall) fix a K-invariant positive definite Hermitian inner product , on V . For every reflection r ∈ K, fix a vector e r ∈ l r of length 1.
We then have
We put e j := e lj .
Denote by L the set of all lines l r where r runs through all reflections in K.
Since K is irreducible, the mutual fixed point set of r 1 , . . . , r n is {0}; whence
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Let Γ be a K-invariant lattice in V . We put
and Γ j := Γ lj . Then Γ 0 is a subgroup of Γ, hence Γ 0 is a lattice in V as well.
Throughout this section we keep the above notation.
The following properties hold:
Proof. Clearly, L is K-invariant; whence (i). Consider the linear operator
If v ∈ ker(s), then (5), (2), and (3) imply v, e 1 = . . . = v, e n = 0. Hence v = 0, i.e., s is nondegenerate. Therefore rk (Γ) = rk (s(Γ)). But (5), (1), and
By [P, Section 3.2] , every reflection in K is conjugate to a power of some r j .
Hence for every l ∈ L, there are g ∈ K and an integer j ∈ [1, n] such that g(l) = l j .
Therefore g(Γ l ) ⊆ Γ j . On the other hand, (1) implies that Γ 1 + . . . + Γ n is invariant with respect to every id V − r j , hence is K-invariant. This and (4) entails (iii).
By (ii), if rk (Γ) = 2n, then rk (Γ 0 ) = 2n. In turn, by (iii) and (3), the latter equality implies rk (Γ j ) = 2 for every j. This proves (iv).
Lemma 2.2. Let Λ and Λ ′ be the lattices of rank 2n in V such that Λ ′ ⊆ Λ.
(a) The following properties are equivalent: whence (ii).
Conversely, let (ii) holds and let
Then clearly, [Λ :
(b) The claim follows from inequality (6) meaning that V /Λ is the quotient of V /Λ ′ by a finite subgroup.
Theorem 2.3. Let rk(Γ) = 2n. Then: Proof. Since Γ 0 ⊆ Γ, Lemma 2.1 (iv) implies that V /Γ, V /Γ 0 are complex tori and every l j /Γ j is an elliptic curve. From (3) and Lemma 2.1 (iii) we deduce that
hence, in particular, V /Γ 0 is an abelian variety. By Lemma 2.2, this implies that V /Γ is an abelian variety as well and abelian varieties V /Γ and V /Γ 0 are isogenous.
By (1), we have (id V − r k )(l j ) ⊆ l k for every j and k. The dimension reason then implies that the C-linear map
is either 0 or an isomorphism. In the latter case, (9) induces an isomorphism of elliptic curves
On the other hand, since Γ is
and l k /Γ k are isogenous elliptic curves. In this case, by (10), l j /Γ j and l k /Γ k are isogenous elliptic curves as well. Take now into account that, by (2), the map (9) is an isomorphism if and only if e j and e k are not orthogonal, and, since K is irreducible, every pair of vectors from the sequence e 1 , . . . , e n can be included in a subsequence in which every two neighboring elements are not orthogonal. Hence elliptic curves l j /Γ j and l k /Γ k are isogenous for every j, k.
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The proofs of (i) and (ii) now follow from (8), (7), and (11).
To prove (iii), notice that (2) implies
where (12) c j1...jm := e j1 , e j2 e j2 , e j3 . . . e jm−1 , e jm e jm , e j1 m t=1 (1 − θ jt ).
The number c j1,...,jm is called cyclic product, [P] . From (12) and (1) we deduce
Additivity of tr implies that
Z-module. This and (14) entail that the ring Z[TrK] is generated by the set of all cyclic products,
Let K be not the complexification of the Weyl group of an irreducible root system. Assume that
Since K is irreducible and Z is integrally closed, (16) and [V, Lemma 12] imply that K is defined (i.e., can be realized) over Z. This in turn means that K is the complexification of a finite real n-dimensional irreducible reflection group that has an invariant lattice of rank n. It is well known that such a real group is the Weyl group of an irreducible root system, [B] . This contradiction shows that in fact
From (17) and (15) we deduce that there is a non-integer c j1,...,jm ,
But since Γ is K-invariant, (12) implies that c j1,...,jm is the multiplier of Γ j1 ,
Properties (18), (19) mean that l j1 /Γ j1 is an elliptic curve with complex multiplication. But (8), (7), and (11) imply that V /Γ is isogenous to (l j1 /Γ j1 ) n . Thus V /Γ is isogeneous to a self-product of an elliptic curve with complex multiplication.
Recall now that if an abelian variety is isogenous to a self-product of an elliptic curve with complex multiplication, then it is, in fact, isomorphic to a product of mutually isogenous elliptic curves with complex multiplication, [K] (see also [SM] , [S] ). Applying this assertion to V /Γ, we conclude that V /Γ is, in fact, isomorphic to a product of mutually isogenous elliptic curves with complex multiplication. This proves (iii).
Irreducible groups and invariant lattices
Let G be a finite irreducible subgroup of GL (V ) . By Burnside's theorem, the irreducibility of G is equivalent to the equality
Since G is a finite group, QG is a finite-dimensional Q-algebra. The existence of natural epimorphism of the group algebra Q[G] of G over Q to QG implies that QG is a semisimple Q-algebra.
Let Z G be the center of QG. Clearly, Z G is either a (number) field or a product of (number) fields. Since G ⊂ QG, the elements of Z G commute with G and hence,
by (20), with End C (V ). This implies that
Hence Z G is a field. In turn, this implies that QG is a simple Q-algebra and therefore is a central simple Z G -algebra.
Henceforth we shall naturally identify C id V with C, and Z G with the corresponding subfield of C.
Lemma 3.1. The natural C-algebra homomorphism
is an isomorphism. In particular,
Proof. Since QG ⊗ ZG C is a simple C-algebra, ψ is injective. On the other hand, (20) implies that ψ in surjective.
Clearly, ZG is an order in QG; in particular, ZG is a free Z-module of rank dim Q (QG). It is clear as well that Z G ∩ ZG is an order in Z G ; in particular, it is a free Z-module of rank dim Q Z G .
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that there exists a nonzero G-invariant lattice Λ in V . Then
Z G is either Q or an imaginary quadratic number field.
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Proof. Pick a nonzero v ∈ Λ. Since Λ is G-invariant, it is also ZG-invariant, and in particular, (Z G ∩ ZG)-invariant. From (21) we then deduce that (Z G ∩ ZG)v ⊆ Λ ∩ Cv; whence Z G ∩ ZG is a nonzero lattice in C. Therefore dim Q Z G 2, i.e., either Z G = Q or Z G is a quadratic number field. Now one has only to notice that the orders of every real quadratic number field are not discrete in C, see [BS, Ch. II, §7] Proof. Since Λ is G-invariant, the C-linear subspaces CΛ = RΛ + iRΛ and RΛ ∩ iRΛ in V are G-invariant as well. The irreducibility of G then implies that CΛ = V and
Since dim R RΛ = dim R iRΛ = rk(Λ), in the first case we obtain 2n = dim R V = dim R RΛ + dim R iRΛ = 2rk(Λ), so rk(Λ) = n. In the second case, 2n = dim R V = dim R RΛ = rk(Λ).
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that the greatest common divisor of the integers ker(u),
where u runs through QG, is equal to 1. Then the Z G -algebras QG and
Proof. It is well known that the field Z G is generated by Tr G over Q, see [D, Lemma 24.7] . Since G is irreducible and the elements of Tr G are integral algebraic numbers, [CR, 30.10] , the assumption of lemma implies by [V, Lemma 3] that G is defined over Z G . The claim now follows from (23).
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that the greatest common divisor of the integers ker(u),
where u runs through QG, is equal to 1. Suppose that there exists a nonzero Ginvariant lattice Λ in V . Then the following properties hold:
(ii) Z G is either Q or an imaginary quadratic number field.
(iii) rk (Λ) = n or 2n.
(iv) If rk (Λ) = n, then Z G = Q and QG is isomorphic to M n (Q).
(v) Suppose that rk (Λ) = 2n. Let O be the maximal order in Z G . Fix a Z Galgebra isomorphism (existing by Lemma 3.4)
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Then there is a lattice Λ ′ in V that enjoys the following properties: Proof. Lemmas 3.4, 3.2, and 3.3 imply respectively (i), (ii), and (iii).
Clearly, the map O ⊗ Q → Z G , a ⊗ r → ar is a ring isomorphism that yields the ring isomorphism
Since Λ is ZG-invariant, this entails that there are only finitely many sets of the form z(Λ), where z ∈ τ (M n (O)). Every such set z(Λ) is a finitely generated additive subgroup in V , and [z(Λ) : (Λ ∩ z(Λ))] < ∞.
This implies that the sum of these subgroups,
Since QG is a simple Q-algebra, this kernel is trivial. Thus z = 0. This proves the faithfulness.
If rk(Λ) = n, then since Λ ′ has a structure of a faithful M n (O)-module, we get an embedding
and the rank argument implies that the rank of the Z-module O does not exceed 1 and therefore is equal to 1. This implies that O = Z and therefore Z G = Q. This proves (iv).
Assume now that rk(Λ) = 2n. We already proved (v 1 ) and (v 2 ), so we are going to prove (v 3 ), (v 4 ), and (v 5 ).
Tensoring τ by C over Z G , we obtain a C-algebra isomorphism
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.1, we have the C-algebra isomorphism (22) Composing isomorphisms (24) and (22), we get a C-algebra isomorphism
Consider the coordinate C-vector space C n endowed with the natural structure
Clearly,
is an M n (O)-invariant lattice of rank 2n in C n . Let {e 1 , . . . , e n } be the standard 
Since rk(Λ ′′ ) = 2n, we deduce from the second equality in (25) that rk(Γ) = 2 for every j, and the complex torus V /Λ ′ is isomorphic to the self-product of elliptic curve C/Γ, hence is an abelian variety. Since Λ is a subgroup of finite index in Λ ′ , Lemma 2.2 implies that V /Λ ′ is an abelian variety as well and V /Λ and V /Λ ′ are isogenous. This proves (v 3 ) and (v 4 ). Now assume that Z G is an imaginary quadratic field. Then O = Z, and the first equality in (25) yields that the elliptic curve C/Γ has complex multiplication.
Hence V /Λ is isogenous to a self-product of an elliptic curve with complex multiplication. As at the end of proof of Theorem 2.3, we now conclude that V /Λ is, in fact, isomorphic to a product of mutually isogenous elliptic curves with complex multiplication.
Remarks
Remark 4.1. Since dim C ker(0) = n and dim C (ker(id V − r)) = n − 1 for any reflection r ∈ GL(V ), the condition that the greatest common divisor of the integers ker(u), where u runs through QG, is equal to 1, always holds for every reflection group G.
Remark 4.2. Actually in the proof of Theorem 3.5 the assumption on common divisor of the integers ker(u), u ∈ QG, is used only insofar as it implies that QG and M n (Z G ) are isomorphic Z G -algebras. In turn, this latter property means that the Schur Q-index of the (identical representation of) linear group G is equal to 1.
Hence in formulation of Theorem 3.5, one can replace the assumption on common divisor of the integers ker(u), u ∈ QG, by the assumption that the Schur Q-index of G is equal to 1. 
Clearly, (26) yields that the lattice Λ := { a b ∈ C 2 | a, b ∈ Z + iZ} enjoys the desired properties and it is known, [CR, § 70] , that the Schur Q-index of G is equal to 2. is an order in a definite quaternion Q-algebra. It is known, [O] , that there are no complex abelian surfaces whose endomorphism ring is an order in a definite quaternion Q-algebra. This implies that V /Λ is not an abelian variety.
Note that if c ∈ RF for an imaginary quadratic subfield F of H, then the endomorphism algebra of V /Λ is isomorphic to H ⊗ Q F ≃ M 2 (F ) and therefore V /Λ is isogenous to a square of an elliptic curve with multiplication by F .
